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Seconded by / Appuyée par - Syndicat général des professeurs et
professeures de l'Université de Montréal



Motion text / Libellé de la motion

Moved by / Proposée par – Association of Academic Staff
University of Alberta

WHEREAS CAUT wholeheartedly supports the academic freedom of university
and college academic staff, and
WHEREAS CAUT vigorously opposes antisemitism, Islamophobia, anti-Palestinian
racism, anti-Black racism, anti-Indigenous racism, and all forms of discrimination,
racism, and hatred, and
WHEREAS antisemitism is a legally prohibited form of discrimination in Canadian
human rights legislation, and
WHEREAS the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance Working Definition
of Antisemitism [IHRAWDA] includes as antisemitic a broad range of criticisms
of the state of Israel, particularly targeting decolonial and anti-racist critiques
of the policies, structures, and practices of Israel, and
WHEREAS the IHRAWDA poses a significant threat to academic freedom at
Canadian universities and colleges and has already been used on a number of
occasions to censor and impede the academic freedom of teachers and
researchers who have developed anti-racist and decolonial perspectives on the
policies and practices of the state of Israel, and
WHEREAS the Canadian federal government has adopted the IHRAWDA, along
with provincial governments in Ontario, Quebec, and New Brunswick, and
numerous municipal and provincial governments across Canada are considering
the adoption of IHRAWDA, and
WHEREAS government adoptions of IHRAWDA can impact federal and
provincial academic grants, scholarships and funding for projects that are seen
to conflict with the IHRAWDA mandate to shield the state of Israel from
criticism and charges of racism and colonialism,

BE IT RESOLVED THAT CAUT opposes the adoption of IHRAWDA at Canadian
universities and colleges. CAUT supports the academic freedom of its members
and recognizes the need to safeguard the rights of scholars to develop critical
perspectives on all states, including the state of Israel, without fear of outside
political influence, cuts to funding, censorship, harassment, threats, and
intimidation.

